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Abstract: In recent times, big data analysis is gaining immense credence in the fields of academics and business. 

Businesses similar as operation and marketing have demonstrated a strong inclination and interest in data 

analytics. Still, numerous businesses are unfit to use data indeed if they have access to it. The main reason for 

that's the lack of familiarity with data analytics procedures. Hence, a system needs to be developed that can 

perform data analytics and demonstrate its benefits. In this study, we use point of deals data attained from a 

supermarket chain to   dissect and show the relationship between purchase goods at the same time. A supermarket 

is one of the ideal places to demonstrate data analysis because retail stores have numerous purchase records and 

are always conducting colorful marketing conditioning.  We propose an easy- to- handle visualization system to 

show the goods that are inter-related. By using our system, a store director can gain information about the item 

deals fluently and interactively.   

Keywords: Information visualization, Visualization, Visual analytics, Volume rendering, Flow visualization, 

Interaction, Isosur face, Volume visualization, Scientific visualization evaluation  

 

1. INTRODUCTION   
In recent times, big data analytics has been entering   adding attention due to the progress of information and 

communication technologies in  colorful fields . \ Big data can be defined as data characterized by  the 3Vs- Volume, 

Variety, Velocity, i.e., a large  quantum  of data of rich variety and accumulated at high  frequentness . Big data has 

increased drastically due to  the increase in internet penetration with the development of digital  bias  similar as smart 

phones and the   frequency of social networking services. Further and  more businesses are trying to  use big data for 

business planning and commercial strategies using in- house   moxie, so that they don't have to depend on data  analysis 

experts.   Supermarkets and department stores are trying to  concoct an effective deals strategy to address different  

consumer  requirements by critically  assaying point- of- deals  POS) data. still, effective big data analysis requires  

expansive knowledge of data structures and  programming, which can be  erected over a period of  time. Hence, 

businesses and services are still not  suitable  to effectively  use big data analytics on-  point   

2. SOFTWARE VISUALISATION  
Power BI is a Business Intelligence and Data Visualization tool which helps you to convert data from  colorful data 

sources into interactive dashboards and reports. It provides multiple software connectors and services. Whatagraph is a 

data visualization tool that enables you to cover and compare the performance of multiple  juggernauts. This  operation 

allows you to transfer custom data from Google  distance and API.  Tableau is a robust tool for  imaging data in a better 

way. You can connect any database to  produce accessible  illustrations. It's one of the stylish visualization tools that 

enables you to partake visualization with other people.   Adaptive perceptivity is a data visualization tool  erected to 

boost your business. It's one of the stylish data visualisation tools that helps you to plan, budget, as well as  cast to make 

better  opinions.  Dundas BI is an enterprise-ready Business Intelligence platform. You can emplace it as the central data  

gate for your company or integrate into any website. Domo is a  pall platform that helps you to conduct analysis and  

produce interactive visualization. It enables you to examine important data using graphs and pie maps. This app helps 

you to simplify administration data.  Cluvio is a platform that enables you to run SQL queries for your database. It allows 

you to  fantasize the result in a better and accessible way.     
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Datawrapper is an open- source tool that enables you to  produce interactive maps. You can load CSV( Comma- 

separated Values data  lines into this app and bed charts onto your website. Plotly is a tool that helps you to  make  

logical web apps. This app enables you to export HTML  lines and images in the report.   

 

3. LITERATURE REVIEW 
The results of this integrative literature review aren't surprising. there's very little agreement on the simplest thanks to 

visualize information. However, supported this review, we can make some tentative claims that ought to direct TPC’s, 

and other disciplines, engagement with future analysis on information visualizations.  

 

Categorical data visualization 
Categorical data analysis always involves different types of analysis. In Friendly’s book,  he first detailed using SAS 

and hand on  trial to visually present categorical data  analysis( Friendly 2012). either, in  utmost  exploration papers, 

experimenters use  resemblant  equals  and its  metamorphosis to  fantasize categorical data. Such a fast ordering 

categorical data analysis  algorithm helped visualization have a better layout( Beygelzimer, Perng, and Man.d.; Ma and  

Hellerstein 1999), where their algorithms help organize the original  resemblant  match clearer.  Hammock plot, a  

revision for  resemblant  match, was  constructed by Schonaue to  fantasize  categorical data( Schonlau 2003), and his 

design replace coordinate polygons by blocks to  present the number. Another classic visualization, Treemap, is also 

modified to support categorical  data visualization. CatTree gives a hierarchical categorical data visualization with  

commerce( Kolatch and Weinstein 2001). In some other  styles, simple statistical maps are  modified. Vivacqua etal. use 

nested rings, an interactive visualization to present categorical data,  which helps  druggies interactively order data  

confines( Vivacqua, Cristina, and Garcian.d.).  Shirashi and his  sodalities design a tool, grainy Representation, to 

visually explore data using  cluster  donation with bar maps( Shiraishi, Misue, and Tanaka 2009). Experimenters also use  

algorithms to help organize this type ofnon-linear data, like R- Chart, which maps categorical data  into numerical data 

using their algorithms that help further clustering( Shen etal.n.d.) Recent  researches integrated both algorithms andmulti-

view visualizations in interactive visual  logical  systems. Fernstad developed an interactive system combining  

resemblant  match, table lens and  scatterplot matrix together for an overview explorative analysis. She have a completely  

exploration on  categorical data visualization to support algorithm understanding and( Fernstad 2011) Another   new 

contingency wheel presented by Alsallakh support visual analytics in categorical data, and  he measure association 

grounded on Pearson’s residuals, and use visual abstraction grounded on  rudiments ’   frequence. His tool supports both 

overview and detailed item description using  

coordinated  views( Alsallakh etal. 2012)   

 

High- dimensional data visualization  
High- dimensional data visualization is always a popular  exploration area in visualization   exploration, since high- 

dimensional data is always fuzzy to mining. Direct visualization includes  geometric visualizations  similar as,  smatter 

plots, which simply use  fleck in  match to present data  point;  resemblant  equals( Inselberg and Dimsdale 1991), which 

present each dimension as axes  and every data item intersects  confines as a polygon line at certain position; and 

RadViz,  PolyViz( Patrick Hoffman, Grinstein, and Pinkney 1999) and GridViz( PE Hoffman and Grinstein ). These 

intuitive  styles are  constantly used to  fantasize data with highdimension( Dzemyda, Kurasova, and Žilinskas 2012). 

Besides these traditional geometric  visualization  styles, pictorial displays like  mortal faces and star characters used 

funny ways to  presentmulti-variate data.  Recent times, experimenters  produce new visualization or modify classic 

visualizations to  present their data. For  illustration,  confines rearrangement and oil  metamorphosis are used to  present 

high- dimensional data, since dimension reduction and dimension ordering help reduce  visual cluster and ameliorate the 

capability of visualization( Artero, De Oliveira, and Levkowitz ). Hierarchical  styles used extensively in resemblant  

equals, which give judges an intuitive  view of clustering information( Fua, Ward, and Rundensteinern.d.; Johansson etal. 

2005). Ankerst  etal. rearrange the  confines by dimension similarity on  resemblant  equals, circle  parts,  and recursive 

pattern( Ankerst, Berchtold, and Keim 1998), Star Coordinate arranges  confines  on a circle with one origin at the 

center( Kandogan 2000). VaR( Yang etal.n.d.), supports  druggies ’  dimension selection and navigation. Guo used 

interactive  point selection  system help  druggies  identify  intriguing subspaces from high- dimensional data sets( Guo 

2003). also, subspace  searching analysis with similarity and clustering information also helps judges more conduct an  

sense making workflow in High- dimensional data analysis( Ferdosiy and Roerdinkz 2011; Tatu et  2010, 2012). A  new 

topological abstraction visualization conceit was also  presented( Oesterling etal. 2011). Interactive tools  similar as 

iVisClassifier, DimStiller give  druggies  an intuitive interface for high- dimension reduction( Bremm etal. 2011; Choo, 

Lee, and Parkn.d.;  Turkay, Filzmoser, and Hauser 2011).  Besides, dimension reduction  styles  similar as Principle  

element analysis, and Linear  Discriminant Analysis are also used to enhance the  effectiveness of systems( Jeong etal. 

2009).   
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Interaction  
To open the black box of  calculation algorithms, interactive visualization tools emerges in recent  times( Muhlbacher 

etal. 2014). customer- driven  executions and algorithm- driven   executions are  bandied with design considerations. In 

the section  over,  utmost  visualizations are still in the black box, where the algorithms aren't completely explored by  

druggies. Some  of them only  concentrate on  primary data analysis part, like  resemblant  match and  analogous visual   

donations( Inselberg and Dimsdale 1991). As Li stated in his paper, model construction includes  three design  accounts, 

progressive construction, iterative prototyping, and interactive channel  construction( Li 2015). DimStiller give an 

overview of workflow in dimensional analysis and  reduction with detailed  way, in which their tool help target  druggies 

understand inner workings of  given parameter with visual feedback( Bremm etal. 2011). similar systems serves to give 

feedback  for data models, and its retraining and reevaluation functions help data scientists more choose a   befitting 

model( Seifert and Lex 2009). Rene and Schumann developed progressive  resemblant   match and progressive tree maps 

to enhance visual  adaptation and reduce visual  clusters( Rosenbaum and Schumannn.d.). Yan etal. use visualizations 

like  smatter plots and  treemap with  malleable parameters in decision tree model construction process( Yan etal. 2012),  

with  similar commerce,  druggies ’ knowledge discovery process come more reasonable and  sensemaking. Some system 

only  concentrate on model evaluation. Barlowe etal. used automated  numerical  system to  fantasize not only dimension 

information but also shows outlier information,  correlation information, and also significant of each features( Barlowe 

etal.n.d.), which give  critic enough effective information in data mining process, but lack of  farther  revision. Our  work 

will  concentrate on  make a visual  logical system for interactive model construction.   

Data 
In this  design, the data we deal with is categorical data. Categorical variables can classified in  three types  double, 

like Ture or False; nominal, and ordinal.( Friendly 2012) Categorical analysis  can be seen as multivariate analysis. There  

live different  styles used in categorical data analysis,   similar as correspondence analysis, Chi-square test( List of 

analyses of categorical data- Wikipedia,  the free encyclopedian.d.). similar  styles are chosen according to the task. 

generally, categorical  data are presented using table, and anatomized by log direct models and retrogression  styles. In 

recent  times, experimenters have begun to novelty use visualization tools help analysis process( Friendly ), which we 

will  unfold in visualization part. Data mining can be  linked as knowledge discovery in data sets. Judges want to  

discover or  prize as  important useful information using automated algorithms. Data booby-trapping problems  can be 

generally classified as supervised  literacy, which is prophetic  mining, and unsupervised   literacy, descriptive mining  

system( Yoo etal. 2012). Typical data mining  styles are related to  these six types of tasks Anomaly discovery, 

association rule  literacy, clustering, bracket,  retrogression, and summarization( Fayyad, Piatetsky- Shapiro, and Smyth 

1996). Descriptive data  mining infers exploratory mining, like association, clustering, and summarization, on the other  

hand,  vaticination data mining includes bracket, retrogression, and outlier discovery,etc.  A traditional data mining 

workflow consists of three  way  primary analysis, which is  the first step analysis on data; model construction, in which 

step judges use different models on  the data to conduct result; and the last step, model evaluation, where the model 

constructed before  measured by standard  dimension  styles and parameters( Li 2015). Traditional data  visualization  

generally helps in first view  primary data analysis, then our work will  concentrate on the  visualization process, which 

would be more affiliated to model construction process in data mining  workflow.  Since categorical data collected are  

substantially unlabeled data, descriptive mining rules will be  used in the  exploration process. Association rule mining 

aims at exploring relations between variables  in high- dimensional data sets. A  notorious  illustration,{ beer}-->{ 

diaper} use associate rule  system  to find patterns in shopping baskets. This algorithms contains two  way, which are, 

first, frequent  item set generation given limited support and confidence; and rule generation from frequent item  sets( 

Agrawal, Imielinski, and Swami 1993). Clustering algorithms is to group  particulars grounded on each  item’s similarity. 

still, since different clustering algorithms fits on different data format, the  algorithm will be chosen grounded on specif  

 

4. PROPOSED METHOD 
In this study, we propose a system that allows  druggies to  fantasize  connections between goods while manipu- lating 

interactively.   

The proposed system enables 
• Robotization of the data analysis process from  data  birth to visualization to reduce the  burden on  druggies.  
• Development of a real- time deals strategy by  constructing a platform that can freely operate  under  colorful 

conditions.  The proposed system aims to concoct a real- time  deals strategy that isn't dependent upon the 
suspicion and experience of  individualities,  rather  counting  on  perceptivity gained from the data collected on-  
point.   

Indeed if the data critic doesn't have programming  knowledge, the proposed system can help him her  understand the 

relationship between the goods. From  the analysis of  connections between the goods, the  critic can  decide the  

perceptivity. also, the proposed system is available as a web  operation, allowing  druggies to partake the results of the 
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analysis by using a  web cybersurfer. The proposed system can be  employed for  the arrangement of goods on shelves 

and offer suggestions for their effective  creation,  similar as the distribution of a free  form with hot- selling goods.   

 

Outline of the proposal system:  
Figure of the offer system  In this study, we develop the web  operation by using the R Language’s package from Shiny 1  

We use  R as a computational machine. For visualization, we  useD3.js2  which is a JavaScript library. We accumulate 

the analysis data, which is fixed in the database  of MySQL3  In Figure 1, we show the analysis image  of the proposed 

system. It'll be possible to get the  affect through the web cybersurfer by mounting the system on a web garçon. We 

developed the system in the   ensuing  terrain.  • OS Mac OS X Yosemite  • CPU Intel Core i72.9 GHz  • Memory 8 GB  

• Language R, JavaScript, SQL  In Figure 1, we explain the working of the proposed system. First, an critic inputs a 

condition (e.g., shop name, ages) to  dissect POS data. Next,  a condition setting function defined in subsection5.2  

submits a query to the database grounded on the input conditions. also, a visualization and analysis  supplementary 

function described in subsection5.2 performs  processing for visualization. This function calculates  the centrality and 

clustering values of the network. Eventually, this function delivers the network graph of the  product  connections and 

important goods to the judges.   

 

5. BLOCK DIAGRAM 

 
FIGURE 1: Data Science Process 

2.1 Data visualization Datasets  
Dataset Visualization is the graphical representation of Data that contains the details of the data. This is used for the 

analysis of data that can be done using the visual elements, this is used to analyse big and massive processing data and 

try computing the result out of it.A data set is a collection of numbers or values that relate to a particular subject. For 

example, the test scores of each student in a particular class is a data set. The number of fish eaten by each dolphin at an 

aquarium is a data set.  

 

3.2 Data Product 

Data visualization is the graphical representation of information and data. By using visual  rudiments like maps, 

graphs, and charts, data visualization tools  give an accessible way to see and understand trends, outliers, and patterns in 

data. also, it provides an excellent way for  workers or business  possessors to present data tonon-technical cult without 

confusion.   In the world of Big Data, data visualization tools and technologies are essential to  dissect massive  

quantities of information and make data- driven  opinions. Commodity as simple as presenting data in graphic format 

may  feel to have no downsides. But  occasionally data can be misrepresented or misinterpreted when placed in the 

wrong style of data visualization. When choosing to  produce a data visualization, it’s stylish to keep both the advantages 

and disadvantages in mind.   Advantages  Our eyes are drawn to colors and patterns. We can  snappily identify red from 

blue, and places from circles. Our culture is visual, including everything from art and  announcements to television and  

pictures. Data visualization is another form of visual art that grabs our interest and keeps our eyes on the communication. 

When we see a map, we  snappily see trends andoutliers.However, we internalize it  snappily, If we can see  commodity. 

It’s  liar with apurpose.However, you know how much more effective a visualization can be, If you ’ve ever  goggled at a 

massive spreadsheet of data and could n’t see a trend.   Some other advantages of data visualization include   fluently  
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participating information.  Interactively explore  openings.  fantasize patterns and  connections.   Disadvantages  :While 

there are  numerous advantages, some of the disadvantages may  feel less  egregious. For  illustration, when viewing a 

visualization with  numerous different datapoints, it’s easy to make an inaccurate  supposition. Or  occasionally the 

visualization is just designed wrong so that it’s  prejudiced or confusing.   Some other disadvantages include   Poisoned 

or inaccurate information.  Correlation does n’t always mean  occasion.  Core  dispatches can get lost in  restatement.   
2.2 Data Collection   

A MethodSpace focus for May is on ways to use  illustrations to represent  crucial ideas, themes in the data, and 

results of the study, in qualitative, quantitative, and mixed  styles  exploration and evaluation. Find all posts in this 

unfolding series.   Some experimenters  fantasize data after they've conducted the study. They start with an being dataset 

or results of analysis,  also  produce visual representations of their findings. They  frequently need to  restate data from 

one form to another to represent verbal, written, or numerical data in visual ways.   Other experimenters start  imaging 

data from the  morning of the study by using visual  styles to collect visual data. When visual data is collected, practices 

associated with visual representation of data are  inescapably different.   One of my favorite  quotations from Günter 

Kress's jottings on visual and multimodal  knowledge seems applicable then   The world told is a different world to the 

world shown( Kress, 2003).   

 

6. METHODOLOGY 
 

There is no one-size-fits-all answer to the current question, because the best methodology for knowledge image 

depends on the knowledge set and therefore the goals of the person or organization visualizing the info. However, some 

common methodologies for knowledge image embody alpha knowledge analysis, that involves visualizing knowledge to 

raised perceive its patterns and trends; and instructive knowledge image, that involves visualizing knowledge to clarify or 

communicate specific findings or conclusions.  

 

 
FIGURE 2: 

The type of information image technique you leverage can vary supported the kind of information you are operating 

with, additionally to the story you’re telling together with your knowledge.  
• Pie Chart  

Pie diagrams are perhaps of the most well-known and fundamental datum perception strategies, utilized across a great 

many applications. Pie graphs are great for delineating extents, or part-to-entire correlations.  

 

 
FIGURE 3: 
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• Bar Chart  

The exemplary bar outline, or structured presentation, is another normal and simple to-utilize strategy for information 

representation. In this kind of representation, one pivot of the graph shows the classes being looked at, and the other, a 

deliberate worth. The length of the bar shows how each gathering measures as indicated by the worth.  

 

 

 
FIGURE 2: 

• Histogram  

Dissimilar to bar diagrams, histograms outline the dispersion of information over a consistent span or characterized 

period. These representations are useful in recognizing where values are concentrated, as well as where there are holes or 

strange qualities.  

• Gantt Chart  

Gantt diagrams are especially normal in project the board, as they're valuable in delineating a venture timetable or 

movement of undertakings. In this sort of outline, undertakings to be performed are recorded on the upward pivot and 

time stretches on the flat hub. Even bars in the body of the graph address the term of every action.  

• Heat Map  

An intensity map is a sort of representation used to show contrasts in information through varieties in variety. These 

diagrams use tone to convey values such that makes it simple for the watcher to distinguish drifts rapidly. Having an 

unmistakable legend is fundamental for a client to effectively peruse and decipher a heatmap.  

• Box and Whisker Plot  

A case and bristle plot, or box plot, gives a visual rundown of information through its quartiles. Initial, a container is 

drawn from the primary quartile to the third of the informational collection. A line inside the container addresses the 

middle. "Bristles," or lines, are then drawn stretching out from the crate to the base (lower outrageous) and greatest 

(upper limit). Exceptions are addressed by individual focuses that are inaccordance with the stubbles.  

• Waterfall Chart  

A cascade graph is a visual portrayal that delineates what a worth changes as it's meant for by various elements, like 

time. The fundamental objective of this graph is to show the watcher how a worth has developed or declined over a 

characterized period. For instance, cascade outlines are famous for showing investing or profit over energy.  

• Area Chart  

A region outline, or region diagram, is a minor departure from a fundamental line chart in which the region under the 

line is concealed to address the all out worth of every data of interest. At the point when a few information series should 

be looked at on a similar diagram, stacked region outlines are utilized.  

• Scatter Plot  

One more strategy generally used to show information is a dissipate plot. A dissipate plot shows information for two 

factors as addressed by focuses plotted against the even and vertical pivot. This sort of information representation is 

helpful in delineating the connections that exist among factors and can be utilized to distinguish patterns or relationships 

in information.  

• Pictogram Chart  

Pictogram graphs, or pictograph diagrams, are especially valuable for introducing straightforward information in a 

more visual and connecting way. These outlines use symbols to picture information, with every symbol addressing an 

alternate worth or class. For instance, information no time like the present may be addressed by symbols of clocks or 

watches. Every symbol can relate to either a solitary unit or a set number of units (for instance, every symbol addresses 

100 units).  

• Timeline  
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Timetables are the best method for picturing a grouping of occasions in sequential request. They're normally straight, 

with key occasions framed along the hub. Courses of events are utilized to convey time-related data and show authentic 

information.  

• Highlight Table  

A feature table is a really captivating option in contrast to conventional tables. By featuring cells in the table with 

variety, you can make it more straightforward for watchers to detect patterns and examples in the information rapidly. 

These representations are valuable for looking at unmitigated information.  

• Bullet Graph  

A shot diagram is a variety of a reference chart that can go about as an option in contrast to dashboard measures to 

address execution information. The fundamental use for a projectile diagram is to educate the watcher regarding how a 

business is acting in contrast with benchmarks that are set up for key business measurements.  

• Choropleth Map  

Choropleth maps permit watchers to perceive how a variable changes starting with one locale then onto the next. An 

expected drawback to this kind of perception is that the specific mathematical qualities aren't effectively open in light of 

the fact that the varieties address a scope of values. A few information perception devices, notwithstanding, permit you to 

add intelligence to your guide so the specific qualities are open.  
• Word Cloud  

A word cloud, or label cloud, is a visual portrayal of text information where the size of the word is relative to its 

recurrence. The more frequently a particular word shows up in a dataset, the bigger it shows up in the perception. 

Notwithstanding size, words frequently seem bolder or follow a particular variety conspire contingent upon their 

recurrence.  

• Network Diagram  

Network outlines are a sort of information perception that address connections between subjective data of interest. 

These perceptions are made out of hubs and connections, additionally called edges. Hubs are particular information 

focuses that are associated with different hubs through edges, which show the connection between numerous hubs.  

• Correlation Matrices  

A connection network is a table that shows relationship coefficients between factors. Every cell addresses the 

connection between two factors, and a variety scale is utilized to impart whether the factors are corresponded and how 

much.  

 

7. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
Software information image therefore provides the users Associate in Nursing economical manner to::  

• Perceive the ASCII text file structure.  

• Interpret the assorted package metrics and order them with relevance its impact and influence on the project.  
• Analyze the information with the assistance of various tools.   
• Verify the complexness of the systems.  

Data visualization is the process of transforming data into a graphical format in order to enable people to see trends, 

patterns, and relationships. Data visualization tools allow businesses to take data from multiple sources and present it in a 

way that is easy to understand. There are many different types of data visualization, including charts, graphs, maps, 

infographics, and more. The type of data visualization that is used depends on the data that is being visualized and the 

goals of the person or business that is doing the visualization. Data visualization is a powerful tool that can be used to 

improve business decision making, spot trends and relationships, and communicate information in a clear and concise 

way. While  numerous of the  rudiments of peer- reviewed literature have remained constant over time, some  rudiments 

are changing. For  illustration,  utmost  papers now have  further authors than in  former decades, and a much larger 

menu of journals creates a diversity of composition lengths and other conditions. Despite these changes, the demand for 

visual representations of data and results remains high, as  instanced by graphical  objectifications, overview  numbers, 

and infographics. also, we now operate with  further software than ever  ahead, creating  numerous choices and  openings 

to customize scientific visualizations. still, as the demand for, and software to  produce, visualizations have both 

increased, there isn't always acceptable training among scientists and authors in terms of optimizing the visual for the 

communication.   numbers aren't just a scientific side dish but can be a critical point along the scientific process — a 

point at which the figure maker demonstrates their knowledge and communication of the data and results, and  frequently 

one of the first stopping points for new  compendiums  of the information. The reality for the vast  maturity of  numbers 

is that you need to make your point in a many seconds. The longer someone looks at a figure and does not understand the 

communication, the more likely they're to gain nothing from the figure and conceivably indeed lose some understanding 

of your larger work. Following a set of guidelines and recommendations  epitomized then and  erecting on others — can 

help to  make robust  illustrations that avoid  numerous common  risks of ineffective  numbers.   
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FIGURE 4: 

 

8. CONCLUSION 
In this study we proposed a system that allows druggies  to  fantasize  connections between goods while manipulating 

interactively. Data  birth, processing,  computation, and visualization are automated indeed when  an critic doesn't have 

knowledge of programming,  and an interface has been developed. We made it possible to freely set the threshold 

settings  similar as association rules andco-occurrence  indicators.  In addition,  the system can support the offer of real- 

time deals.  In this study, we used association rules and cooccurrence  indicators to  elect the rule from a network.  still,  

we couldn't demonstrate how the rule is  useful by  rooting  with  indicators. thus, we need  to clarify  indicator selection, 

which is a  crucial content for  unborn studies. In the experimental evaluation of this  study, some  enhancement areas 

were refocused out. In  the future, it's necessary to ameliorate and  conduct  colorful functions in order to make the 

proposed system  easier to use. also, we couldn't  gain the quantitative evaluation about the system during the  trial, 

which is another necessary content that needs to  be explored.  
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